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The last issue of The Microtome
our growing list of successes. Indeed, 2013 has been an excellent year for Biological Sciences. 

The previous issue of the Microtome highlighted several of our many research achievements, but we have 
had excellent HDR student graduation and recruitment, great teaching scores across the majority of our 
units, and a huge change to infrastructure. 

The infrastructure developments are among the most immediately visible of all of the School’s activities, 
and include a range of artworks. That range will grow thanks to the generosity of the Faculty, the Monash 
University Museum of Art, and the enthusiasm for art in our building expressed by a variety of people. 
Thus, in keeping with the broader vision of the University, the School is growing and changing rapidly. 
Such development depends on commitment and energy. We are fortunate in the School and in our broader 
context to have an abundance of both. 

Thanks to everyone for helping implement the School, Faculty and University Visions over the past year. 
I wish all School members and the readers of the Microtome  a happy, restful holiday and all the best for 
2014.

Introduction from the Head of School, Steven L. Chown

Blue-footed booby (Galápagos 
Islands). Photo by Tova Crossman.



In October the School hosted a Photo and Art 
Competition that provided an opportunity for 
members of the School to reveal their hidden artistic 
talents.

This informal event showcased over 80 artworks, 
including photographs, drawings, paintings, sculptures 
and more. 

Nature photography was very popular, of course, with 
many attendees commenting on the professional 
standards of the works. Artworks were also entered 
within non-photographic categories and photographic 
categories such as Science in Action, People, Landscapes, 
Humour and Travel.

The majority of the School turned out to enjoy the art 
and to socialise with colleagues over a drink and some 
cheese. Thank you to everyone who attended and 
participated, and special thanks to our wonderful judges. 

We hope to run this event again in 2014, so please keep 
snapping, painting, and drawing away. We’d love to see 
even more entries next year. It has been proposed that a 
musical category is included, so keep rehearsing too. It 
is marvellous to see what members of the School work 
on outside the university. Clearly, we’re not just good at 
Science!

Congratulations to all those who took home a golden 
wombat, emu, lizard or macropod.

Our biologists show hidden artistic depths  
Submission: Susie Ho 

Kaspar Delhey (Fairy wren)
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Awards

People’s Choice Awards

Photographic art: Kaspar Delhey (Fairy wren), 
Evatt Chirgwin (Weedy seadragon)

Non-Photographic art: Fariba Pakdel (Drawing - 
Friends), Owen Hammond (Sculpture - A Herd of 
Houses)

Judging Panel Awards

Multiple winners across seven categories were 
announced on the day. Winning entries were 
submitted by Paul Sunnucks, Jenny Davis, 
Rebecca Miller, Nancy Van Nieuwenhove, Shane 
Baylis, Nori Kawasaki, Hannes Eimer, Tricia 
Wevill, David Hocking, Marcelo Lagos, Yardenah 
Brickman, and others. Non-Photographic art

Left: Owen Hammond ‘A Herd of Houses’. 
Right: Fariba Pakdel ‘Friends’.

Evatt Chirgwin (Weedy seadragon)



Congratulations to recent recipients of the Vice 
Chancellors Awards

The Monash University Vice Chancellors Awards for 
Excellence in Education and Research were presented at 
an awards night at Flemington Racecourse on November 
19th, and the School was very well represented. 

Congratulations to Tim Cavagnaro for being awarded 
the Vice Chancellors Award for Excellence in Honours 
Supervision. This is a great achievement and recognition 
of his high level of dedication to his students. 

Congratulations also to Gerry Rayner and Kate
Charlton-Robb for receiving a Special Commendation 
for the Teaching Excellence award, and to Coral Warr for 
receiving a Special Commendation for the Excellence in 
Honours Supervision award.

SBS Awards  
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Sam Lake has been awarded the prestigious Naumann-
Thienemann medal

In August, Emeritus Professor Sam Lake received the 
Naumann-Thienemann medal from the International Society 
for Limnology (SIL) while visiting their triennial conference 
in Budapest. 

The award is the highest honour that can be bestowed 
internationally for outstanding contributions to Limnology 

known for his exceptional contributions to the ecology of 
freshwater systems. 

His work has particularly focused on the effect of disturbance 
(anthropogenic and natural) to freshwater ecosystems. 
He has received multiple awards both internationally and 
domestically for his work. The Naumann-Thienemann medal 
provides further recognition of his important contributions. 
Congratulations Sam!

SBS attendees of the 2013 Vice-Chancellor awards: From left - Tim 
Cavagnaro, Kate Charlton-Robb, Coral Warr and Gerry Rayner 

DEEWR 2013 Citation for outstanding 
contributions to student learning

In August Bob Wong was awarded a Citation for 
outstanding contributions to student learning 
for honours supervision from the Department of 
Education, Employment and Workplace Relations.  

Citations recognise and reward the diverse 
contributions that individuals and teams make to the 
quality of student learning. 

Read more

Bob (far right) stands with fellow DEEWR awardees

Sam Lake attending the SIL conference in Budapest

http://monash.edu/news/releases/show/recognition-for-contributions-to-student-learning


The school farewells the Australian Centre for 
Biodiversity 
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your own scope.” One attendee said.  “The centre encouraged connections – 
especially between biology and chemistry.” 

Past students have fond recollections of the centre. When asked what they 
appreciated about the ACB many emphasised the support received from 
the centre. Over the years the ACB has funded student travel, research 
and training. The centre has also awarded numerous student prizes. Many 
attendees had especially fond memories of the ACB TalkFest forum – a 
conference that encouraged students of the ACB to publicise their research. 

Robinson, Associate Dean (Research), thanked the ACB on behalf of the 
Faculty of Science. She mentioned that the centre had enriched the faculty 
with its good work. Andrea also expressed amazement at the magnitude 
and quality of the research output.  

Our Head of School, Steven Chown, emphasised that while the ACB would 
close its doors, the great ecology research being carried out in SBS would 
continue. “Rather than an ending, I like to think of this as an evolution,” 
said Steven. 

Concluding the speeches, Ralph Mac Nally acknowledged Margaret Clayton 
and Gordon Sanson, who had helped with recruitment in the early days of 
the ACB, and thanked the ACB industry partners. During his speech, Ralph 
mentioned that one aim of the centre was to “enrich the graduate student 
experience.” Based on the fond memories past students have of their time 
with the centre, the ACB certainly achieved this aim. 

On the 1st of October the school hosted an evening at Sails on the Bay, Elwood. The event 

Above: On behalf of the faculty, Andrea 
presented Ralph Mac Nally – head of the ACB 
– with a limited edition Celia Rosser print. 
This was a work from the famous Banksias 
collection.

Above: Ross Thompson and Andrea RobinsonAbove: Sharing fond memories of the ACB

Throughout the night the centre was described as collaborative, supportive and innovative.  “It was a good place to 
get a mix of ideas… Everyone in the centre had a common goal.” Regular social events held by the ACB also allowed 
members to mingle with a wide range of researchers. “ACB events were a good way of meeting researchers outside of 



The GEZ Who’s Talking Student Conference   
Contributor: Christopher Richards

Well done SoBRe

Professor Gemmell was very complimentary about the 
conference, making mention of the professional manner 
in which it was run. He was extremely impressed with 
the high quality of all of the speakers and posters, even 
stating that he would be happy to listen to any of them at 
an international conference. 

The huge amount of work carried out by the post-graduate 
committee was illustrated by the frequent GEZ Who’s 
Talking live updates posted on the  Postgrad Biology at 
Monash facebook page.

We look forward to future GEZ Who’s Talking conferences. 
Well done SoBRe!

Gez Who’s Talking Prize Winners
Best Talk - Flo Camus. 
Best Talk (Peoples Choice) - Angelica Martinez Bauer
Poster Prize (Peoples Choice) - Nori Kawasaki
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Congratulations to the following MSc and PhD awardees

David Gurevich (PhD) (supervisor: Heather Verkade) 

Kesang Dechen (MSc) (supervisor: Richard Burke) 
Drosophila melanogaster

Ellen Doxey (supervisor: John Beardall) 
Physiological effects and UVB sensitivity in the marine phytoplankton Emiliania huxleyi in response to elevated carbon 

Eduardo Flores (PhD) (supervisor: John Bowman)
The role of auxin response in patterning the thallus of the liverwort Marchantia polymorpha

Megan Wong (PhD) (supervisor: Tim Cavagnaro)
Above-and below-ground linkages of semi-arid perennial tussock grasslands

Benjamin Wegener (PhD) (supervisors, Bob Wong, Devi Stuart-Fox (University of Melbourne) & Dr. Mark Norman (Museum 
Victoria) ) 
Reproductive strategies of the southern bottletail squid, Sepiadarium austrinum

Joab Hwang (PhD) (supervisor, Richard Burke) 
An investigation into the developmental role of copper in the Drosophila nervous system. 

On the 15th of November the post-graduate committee 

The conference was a great success, as demonstrated by 
the fantastic turnout and high quality student talks.  

The conference kicked off with a great plenary talk 
by Professor Neil Gemmell. Professor Gemmell is the 
AgResearch Chair in Reproduction and Genomics at the 
University of Otago and the inaugural Director of the 
Centre for Reproduction and Genomics. 

His talk covered topics such as mitochondrial evolution 
and sperm-egg interactions. He also discussed their 
utilisation for the advancement of species conservation 
and pest species control. The talk covered many specialised 
areas of research that are relevant to the school.

in highlighting the vast array of high quality research that 
is currently undertaken by our PhD students. 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Postgrad-Biology-at-Monash/463410830388406
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Postgrad-Biology-at-Monash/463410830388406


SBS in the Media
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Aggressive mating tactics of an Australian sea slug raises media interest

Recently published research from 
Rolanda Lange has caused a stir in the 
media. 

The paper, a joint research effort between 
SBS, the University of Tuebingen and the 
University of Queensland, has revealed 
that the Australian sea slug, Siphopteron 
species 1, unfailingly punctures its mate 
in the forehead during sex. 

While sea slugs of the Siphopteron genus 
commonly stab their sexual partners, 
Siphopteron species 1, is unique in its 
consistent puncturing of the forehead 
region. 

may be an attempt to modulate the 
neurophysiology of the slug and inhibit a 
sperm rejection response. 

This is an exciting paper as it provides 

traumatic secretion transfer’. The 
research has been described by National 
Geographic, Science, New Scientist, 
Nature and the New York Times.

View a video of a Siphopteron species 1 
mating.

Lange, R., Werminghausen, J., Anthes, N. (2014) Cephalo-traumatic secretion transfer 
in a hermaphrodite sea slug. Proceedings of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences. 
281(1774).

Above: The hermaphroditic sea 
slug, Siphopteron species 1, during 
mating.  Picture credits: Johanna 
Werminghausen and Rolanda Lange

Richard Reina talks deep sea biology with The Age
In a recent interview with The Age 
science journalist Peter Spinks, 
Richard Reina captivated audiences 
when he discussed deep sea biology 
and implications of the Hadal 
Ecosystem Studies Program (HADES). 

sea research project that aims to 
shed more light on the extreme 
physiological adaptations observed in 
deep dwelling species. The interview 
was published online on November 
12th and can be viewed here.

Coryphaenoides armatus, approaching 
one of Oceanlab’s baited cameras at 
4800m in the Porcupine Abyssal Plain (NE 
Atlantic). HADES photo gallery

The Microtome 

aims to showcase all that is great 
about the School of Biological 
Sciences at Monash.

We are looking for good news 
stories such as:

New research and/or 
publications
Teaching innovations or good 
news stories
Grant successes
New staff
Ph.D. completions and reports

And interest pieces such as:

Conference or workshop 
reports or advertisements
Seminar advertisements
Fabulous photographs or 
images - including Photo of the 
Month entries
Congratulations

If you have anything you would 
like to add to the bi-monthly 
Microtome, please send it to:

sci-biol-newsletter@monash.edu

Launched September 2013, the Monash University Science Blogspot is a 
great resource where you can learn about the latest teaching innovations 
used by Monash University Science Faculty staff. 

Recent blog posts have included pieces by Ros Gleadow (1 Technology 3 
ways: A simple cost-effective way to enhance your teaching) and Richard 
Reina (Using Games to Enhance Learning in Biology).

Check out the Science Blogspot 

In October, the Monash Magazine featured an interview 
with Steven Chown who spoke about the impacts 
of climate change on sub-antarctic and Antarctic 
biodiversity.  The story, Heat + Ice, can be found here.

http://www.monash.edu.au/monashmag/articles/october2013/heat-plus-ice.html#.UmmsIPlmh8E
http://monashscienceteaching.blogspot.com.au/
http://monashscienceteaching.blogspot.com.au/2013/10/1-technology-3-ways-simple-cost.html
http://monashscienceteaching.blogspot.com.au/2013/11/using-games-to-enhance-learning-in.html
http://monashscienceteaching.blogspot.com.au/2013/10/1-technology-3-ways-simple-cost.html
http://www.theage.com.au/national/education/looking-for-life-at-the-bottom-of-the-sea-20131108-2x5d0.html
http://newswatch.nationalgeographic.com/2013/11/12/sea-slugs-stab-mates-between-eyes-get-them-in-the-mood/
http://newswatch.nationalgeographic.com/2013/11/12/sea-slugs-stab-mates-between-eyes-get-them-in-the-mood/
http://news.sciencemag.org/evolution/2013/11/video-sex-and-stab-head
http://www.newscientist.com/article/dn24568-zoologger-sea-slugs-stab-partners-in-head-during-sex.html
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v503/n7476/full/503315d.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/20/science/a-different-kind-of-mating-dance.html?_r=0
https://docs.google.com/a/monash.edu/file/d/0B8jzGCu165U_SWlxS0lyLXVIYjA/edit?pli=1


SBS Grant Successes
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The school enjoyed many ARC grant successes this November. Congratulations to the following researchers who 
received ARC grants.

ARC DECRA Grants
Magnus Ekland: This project is expected to reveal some of the ancestral mechanisms for how light regulates 
plant form via the hormone auxin and could, in the future, aid the precise design of plants for diverse agricultural 
applications.

Vanessa Kellerman: This project will investigate the extent to which phenotypic plasticity mediates responses across 
species and environments. The outcome will be a better understanding of species’ responses to climate change, more 
accurate risk predictions and more effective protection of vulnerable environments.

ARC Discovery Project grants
Dustin Marshall (with Craig White and Michel Loreau): A greater understanding of the dynamics of community 

predictions about the invasibility and stability of that community.

Carla Sgro and Steven Shown: ‘Will life be tougher in the tropics? The evidence for latitudinal variation in 
vulnerability to climate change.’ This project will address this uncertainty by assessing the importance of 
evolutionary adaptation and phenotypic plasticity for responses to climate change in tropical and temperature 
species. This will provide a spatially explicit framework for the accurate assessment of risk and vulnerability to 
climate change.

Martin Burd: This project will examine the worldwide phylogenetic pattern of reproductive traits in the ancient 
Selaginella
fundamental ideas in evolutionary ecology such as the theory of sex allocation, and begin to establish the ecological 
and adaptive counterpart to Selaginella’s emerging role as a genomic model organism.

Guida, L., Walker, T, Reina. R. (2013) First record of a bicephalic chondrichthyan found in Australian waters; the southern 
Trygonorrhina dumerilii. Marine and Freshwater Research. Published online 15 November. 

Doi.org/10.1071/MF13198

research models. 

closer inspection I was absolutely stunned and fortunate to have found something quite rare.”

Two-headed ray a quirky surprise for SBS researchers

Trygonorrhina dumerilii, in 
Australian waters. 

were captured by hand in Swan Bay, Victoria (38.252°S, 144.616°E) 
in February 2013 and transported to aquaria. Up to 10 females gave 
birth in aquaria in early April 2013 to 11 neonates, one of which was a 
still-born, bicephalic neonate. 

Magnetic resonance imagery of the bicephalic neonate displayed the 
presence of two parallel vertebral columns running the entire length 
of the animal, diverging into two well formed heads. 

Morphological measurements were also made, comparing the 
bicephalic neonate to normal neonates. The cause of bicephaly is 
unknown, although congenital and environmental stressors during 
development may cause this condition.
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The school wishes good luck to the 
following school members in their future 
endeavours

Jenny Davis

Rebecca Miller

Tim Cavagnaro

Heather Verkade

Jim Thompson

Ralph Mac Nally

Farewells

Coral Warr (with James Whisstock and Peter Dearden): It has been shown that the sole Drosophila MACPF protein, 
Torsolike, plays both developmental and immune roles. Here, the aim is to unravel how Torsolike functions in these 
dual roles by using a novel genetic screening approach to identify genes needed for its function. The project also uses 
comparative studies to probe alternative functions of Torsolike in a second insect, the honeybee. 

ARC Future Fellowships 
Alistair Evans: This project will investigate how molar teeth are made in mammals by examining the nabarlek, or 
little rock-wallaby, which is one of a handful of mammals that is able to regenerate new molars throughout its life. 
By investigating two well-studied organisms, the mouse and the tammar wallaby, as well as the nabarlek itself, the 
developmental processes and genes involved in molar generation and movement will be revealed. 

Heloise Gibb: This project uses a multi-scalar experimental 
approach to investigate the broader impacts of mammal declines 
on Australian ecosystems, accounting for interactions with climate. 
The outcomes will include new insights into the pre-European 
state of Australian ecosystems and more realistic targets for 
ecosystem restoration.

ARC Linkage grant
John Beardall and Ralph Mac Nally (with Perran Cook, Ian 
Cartwright, Isaac Santos, Michael Keough, Donald Ross, Rhys 
Coleman, Steffan Howe, Randall Lee and Kathy Cinque). 

Project title: The recovery of seagrass beds: the role of catchments 
and options for management responses

SBS Grant Successes cont...

Dr Kay Hodgins
Kay researches the evolution of plant sexual systems, 

to controlling invasive species. 

Kirstin Nurowski
Kirsten will be joining the school as a part of the Hodgins 
research group.

Dr Matt Hall
Matt investigates the evolutionary genomics of biological 
challenges - sex, death and disease.

Dr Joslin Moore
Joslin uses ecological theory as a tool to address conservation 
and sustainable management of natural resources.

Dr Carly Cook 
Carlys’ broad research interests relate to the integration of 
science in environmental management decisions.

New faces in 2014 

Recent additions to the school
Jo Wells

Jack Brown-Kenyon

Grant Duffy

Bernard Coetzee

Charlene Janion-Scheepers

Minna Saaristo

Guillaume Latombe

Welcome to new staff and students
There will be some new faces in buildings 17, 18 and 53 in the new year. Welcome to the following researchers 
and research students who have recently joined us, or will be joining the school in 2014.

New and Incoming post-graduates
Rosemarie Herbert

Shaun Blackburn

Yussi Marlene Palacios Delgado

Marie Henriksen

Gerard Terradas

Morgan Lythe
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A small selection of SBS articles published in 2013

If you have had a paper published recently, 
let us list it here by sending the citation to:
sci-biol-newsletter@monash.edu
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